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REPORT 

 
 
1. Background 

 
The B COP event in Minsk brought together 43 practitioners from 17 PEM PAL countries (Albania, 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyz Republic, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Tajikistan and Turkey). Also 
including resource people, facilitators, translators and the PEM PAL Secretariat, 68 people attended 
the event. 
 
The event lasted 3.5 days, and consisted of presentations, open space discussions and wrap up 
sessions. On June 15, 2011 the B COP Executive Committee met to discuss new nominations and 
future activities.  
 
The B COP event agenda and the concept note provide a comprehensive background on the event’s 
objectives, expected outputs and further details as to the format and content. The discussion was 
enriched with findings of a pre-event survey conducted by the World Bank (WB), and aimed to 
collect information on main factors of capital budgeting in PEM PAL participating countries. These 
findings are also part of this report.    
 
2. Discussion  
 

2.1. The current financial crisis has seriously affected capital budgets in many PEM 
PAL countries. 

 
Of twelve countries that responded to the WB survey, capital budgets were cut in nine, and projects 
were delayed or cancelled in eleven and nine, respectively. A share of capital budget in total budget 
in these countries varies from 2-3 percent in Bosnia and Serbia to 27 percent in Kazakhstan. In 
terms of sectors, transport takes the largest share, followed by agriculture, housing and education. 
In times of crisis, public investments are usually squeezed first although they are important factors 
of economic growth.  
 

2.2. Many weaknesses in organization and regulation contribute to inefficient 
solutions in capital budgeting processes.  

 
Returns on public investments are often low because of a wide range of reasons present in 
practically all countries around the world, rich and poor. One of them is absence of adequate cost 
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benefit analysis, which leads to poor selection, prioritization and implementation of projects. Also, 
many strategic documents, often overlapping, reduce transparency and public trust. Capital 
investment decisions often depend on availability of funding, and not on efficiency criteria (what 
are we getting for this money).  Absence of systematic impact assessment usually reflects weak 
technical methodology (e.g. definition of capital investments) and inadequate in-house capacity in 
finance and line ministries. Lack of fiscal space frequently puts on hold important infrastructure 
projects with significant potential budget revenues. Capital investment planning is often 
disconnected from the budget process. Roles of line and finance ministries are not well defined. For 
all these reasons, PPPs and off budget debt tend to become an attractive way for getting around the 
regulations, criteria and ceilings set by public finance authorities.   
 

2.3. The roles of finance and line ministries are now being more clearly defined. 
   

Roles of institutions must be well defined to allow for efficient budgeting processes. Usually, line 
ministries are accountable for a proper selection and implementation of projects; ministries of 
finance take care of a broader fiscal framework and general budgetary rules. The ministries of 
finance provide for a top-down approach and keep in check (and cut, if needed) line ministries’ 
ceilings. Line ministries provide for a bottom up approach; they must have adequate skills to 
evaluate and manage the processes.   
 
In ten of eleven PEM PAL countries, who participated in the WB survey, ministries of finance set 
overall financial ceilings, and seven can block projects for reasons of poor justification.  
 

2.4. Key pillars of every capital budgeting are the following1: 
 

2.4.1. Asset inventory. 
 

Knowing what countries own, and how much this is worth, is essential. The UK’s new asset 
inventory helped discover a network of underground pipes used by the Defense ministry during the 
WWII. Oil companies were happy to buy it. Five countries of twelve, who responded to the WB 
survey report all projects and their values in an asset register.  
 

2.4.2. Strategic planning. There is no one-fits-all approach to strategic planning.  
 
All twelve PEM PAL countries that responded to the WB survey have country wide strategies and 
almost all also have sector and ministry strategies, and some have public investment strategies.  
However, although sector strategies exist, they provide insufficient detail, or are too general to 
accurately guide project prioritization, with the exception of Bosnia (Republika Srpska) and 
Tajikistan, who have well defined sector strategies.  
 
Croatia has been since 2009 setting up strategic program documents, based on line ministries’ 
strategic plans, aimed to help prioritize large capital projects at the state level; a new methodology 
on investment project appraisal (prescribing documentation, criteria and reporting requirements) 

                                                           
1 Suggested readings: 

1. A Diagnostic Framework for Assessing Public Investment Management, Policy Research WP 5397, The 
World Bank, August 2010. 

2. “Integration of Recurrent and Capital “Development” Budgets: Issues, Problems, Country Experiences, 
and the Way Forward”.  Implementation Note. The World Bank, July 2005.  

3. “The Green Book”. Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government. UK Treasury.    
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is set to provide a helpful tool in this process. Macedonia has been since 2009 preparing strategic 
development plans too; monitoring of each individual project has been introduced, and 
accountability of each line ministry for its implementation. Republika Srbska also has a program 
of public investments in place and a budget related to it; individual projects bid for the money 
based on pre-set criteria. Also Albania has an integrated panning system. To avoid fragmentation, 
Albania links policy making and public spending, also taking into account the EU integration 
processes. Ukraine is establishing a relationship between national strategic plans and capital 
budget, introducing a system of project evaluation and selection, and defining criteria for 
management of state-owned assets. Belarus is adopting 5-year plans to define priorities as well as 
sector and regional programs; it links every ruble to these priorities. Initiatives for infrastructure 
and social projects come from line ministries and local governments through ministry of economy. 
The finance ministry then defines the volume of resources for capital investments, and after 
balancing the priorities, the ministry of finance prepares a document for the approval by the 
government and the President. This coincides with the budget process.  Turkey is taking a holistic 
approach with its new framework law (No. 5018) for public financial management and control, 
introducing a multi-year analytical budgeting, institutional strategic planning, as well as 
performance based budgeting and internal control and audit. 
 
Austria developed an efficient strategic planning model, with no big surprises in cost evaluation. 
However, long-term financing entails long-term commitments, which extend over several political 
(election) periods, and are sometimes difficult to explain to the politicians and the public. In 
Ireland, the government formulates the overall budgetary policy, and approves capital investment 
envelopes2. Since 2004, capital investment has been set out in five-year rolling multi-annual plans. 
Each line ministry is required to make a contingency provision within overall envelope to meet any 
unforeseen demands and additional costs, and they must plan not just for contract price but also for 
price increases and other factors that might arise during construction. Such an approach increases 
predictability in the budget process.  
 

2.4.3. Project identification and selection process.  
 
Project selection and appraisal should make sure that only “good” projects get approved and 
financed. In this process, cost benefit analysis can help a lot, especially if it also looks at alternative 
options. Often, optimism bias contributes to unrealistic project assessments. Therefore, each 
project appraisal should be multidimensional, also taking into account procurement strategies, 
monitoring and evaluation arrangements, in-house expertise and institutional setup.  
  
Of eleven countries that responded to the WB survey, six do economic appraisals on all projects, 
two only on projects above certain threshold, two only on projects from certain sectors, and one 
only on projects subject to public procurement. However, guidance on how to do economic analysis 
is often missing or is inadequate. Only four countries have official documents which provide 
guidance on how to conduct economic analysis, Albania, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan and Tajikistan. Also, 

                                                           
2  Suggested readings:  

1. “Reforming Ireland’s Budgetary Framework; a Discussion Document” (March 2011) and a 
Comprehensive Review of all Expenditure; 
http://www.finance.gov.ie/documents/guidelines/co2capapprais.pdf. 

2. 2005 Capital Appraisal Guidelines; 
3. Infrastructure Investment Priorities (July 2010), National Recovery Plan (November 2010), Joint 

EU/IMF program (November 2010), Budget 2011 (December 2010) and Program for Government 
(March 2011).  

http://www.finance.gov.ie/documents/guidelines/co2capapprais.pdf
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there is often no independent review of appraisals. Three countries exercise external review of 
certain, and one of all projects. Eight countries prepare multi-year lists of approved projects, and 
five of them rank them in order of priority (Albania, Bosnia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic and 
Tajikistan).  In two countries, ministry of finance develops and sets appraisal standards, and in one 
country it does preliminary screening of projects against agreed criteria. 
 
Slovenia and Ireland developed a solid methodology for project appraisal, with simple procedure, 
criteria and documentation for small projects, and a more comprehensive one for large projects. In 
Slovenia, for example, a feasibility study is needed for projects above EUR 2.5 million, and 
additional reporting requirement exists for projects with environmental impact and maintenance 
costs. Since recently, an alternative projects assessment has been also required. Ireland’s 
guidelines papers and the Value for Money initiative provide helpful hints and information on 
appraisal processes and techniques in project appraisal, planning, implementation and 
management.   
 
Albania, for example, does a selection based on 200 sector indicators derived from 38 sector and 
cross cutting strategies. These indicators feed into the national strategy. Selection is based on policy 
priority notes prepared by technical groups (consisting of heads of departments) in line ministries, 
and finance ministry’s evaluation of consistency of these policy priority notes with national 
strategic objectives. An inter-departmental committee has the final say, and the donors also 
participate in this process. Policy indicators are subsequently translated into financial indicators.  
 

2.4.4. Project budgeting.  
 
Operating and maintenance costs can be significant in certain projects. The PEM PAL countries are 
treating them differently. Some do identify and budget these costs, others do not. Of twelve 
countries responding to the WB survey, seven countries consider operation costs for new 
investments only and three look at the maintenance cost of existing capital.  Tajikistan is the only 
country with fully identified and fully budgeted maintenance and operating costs.  
 

2.4.5. Project monitoring and evaluation.   
 
It is always important to evaluate the projects to establish what went good and what went bad to 
prevent, for example, that 3.5- instead of 4- lane highways are being build. Actual project costs 
should be compared to projected costs and timelines to identify causes of major overruns and 
delays. However, in practice this is not an easy task because often financial indicators are missing, 
or financial accounting does not include entire project implementation costs. Units in charge of 
monitoring are usually understaffed, or there is a ban on new hiring; besides, there are no good 
training opportunities.  
 
Although experiences differ, line ministries in PEM PAL countries that responded to the WB survey 
usually monitor their own projects and the finance ministry is providing central agency oversight. 
In two countries, the finance ministry only monitors projects above certain threshold, and in one 
there is another central agency that does the monitoring. Ministries of finance in eight countries do 
monitoring of actual vs projected costs, and six countries also prepare ex post reports on the quality 
of project execution. Routine external audit of all projects is present in six countries. However, 
monitoring is usually not present in all phases of the project implementation.  
 
In Slovenia, the Court of Audits does a good job in providing compliance analysis and assessing 
value for money. It can impose sanctions, including proposing to the Prime Minister to fire a 
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minister. Albania last June started to monitor line ministries’ achievements based on indicators 
and weighted scores for each ministry by using light/color, and making ministers accountable for 
the scores. Macedonia, too, is developing performance indicators for measuring efficiency of the 
program results and for improving transparency of the budget processes by providing 
comprehensive information on capital subprograms.   
 
Until recently in Ireland mainly external consultants used to do the evaluation, but this trend 
shifted and now more in-house expertise is being used. Also, more emphasis has been put on 
internal audit.  
 
The IMF’s Index of Public Investment Efficiency3  is measuring efficiency in public investment 
management in 71 countries, of which 40 are low-income countries. The index aggregates 
indicators across four different stages: project appraisal, selection, implementation, and evaluation. 
The index helps identify aspects in capital budgeting that should be strengthened and risks related 
to institutional setting. On average, Europe and Central Asia countries have relatively more 
developed public investment management processes, followed by countries in Latin America and 
East Asia and Pacific.  
 

2.4.6. Dialogue with politicians. 
 
It can be valuable and effective. Although often civil servants cannot challenge political level based 
on technical arguments, it is important to build trust and establish good relationship between the 
civil servants and the politicians. Civil servants need to make sure that politicians understand their 
analysis, as the politicians, speaking to the public, need to translate it into simple messages. On the 
top of each proposal, there should be a clear math showing reform impact.  
 

2.4.7. Capital project filtering. 
 

Once the project implementation starts, it is always good to revisit project’s rationale, relevance 
and expected impact. Project environment might change, but cancelling a project can become 
politically sensitive. Not many countries have courage to clean up their portfolios, and often bad 
projects go on forever.  
 

2.4.8. Training. 
 
Specialized training is very important for successful appraisal, planning and delivery of public 
investment projects. Curriculums should include procurement, project management, project 
appraisal and policy analysis. Ireland, for example, created a national development finance agency 
that provides financial and risk advice on all large projects.  
     
 
3. Participants of the B COP event considered topics to be discussed in future events. The 

following were proposed: 
 
 Efficiency and performance indicators to facilitate prioritization and monitoring & evaluation: 

setting criteria; defining indicators, expected outcomes, and linking them with financial 

                                                           
3 Suggested reading: “Investing in Public Investment: An Index of Public Investment Efficiency”, WP/11/37; International 
Monetary Fund, 2011.  
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resources; translating non-financial indicators into financial indicators; incorporating 
benchmarks. 

 Transfers between budgets: experience with federal organizations; discussions with local 
entities; control and monitoring.  

 Role of institutions, like Parliament, Council of Ministers, ministry of finance.   
 Glossary of terminology, potentially in collaboration with international institutions.  
 Budget analysis: WB Boost model.   
 Information systems to support budgetary processes: defining methodology. 
 
 
4. B COP Executive Committee meeting, June 15, 2011 
 

4.1. Strengthening B COP leadership groups. 

The B COP Executive Committee discussed nominations received and interest expressed for 

membership. It agreed that for bringing the agenda of the B COP forward, the leadership group 

needs to be strengthened. Network has a lot of knowledge; collective action is needed to put it to a 

more efficient use. Team approach for the leadership group should be used. A vote by B COP 

members on the B COP Executive Committee membership has been scheduled for Friday, June 17. 

Each member of the B COP would be helped by a team/alternate so that if the Executive Committee 

member was absent, another person would be available.    

4.2. Next event/topic/venue 

B COP members would also be asked, on June 17, to suggest venue for the next B COP event, and 

propose topics for further discussions. Some members might be interested in a workshop 

addressing the WB Boost model.  

 
 
Prepared by: Senka Maver 
June 21, 2011 
 


